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Supporting the development and
advancement of sports 
The Faculty of Physical Education has
turned out many outstanding human
resources, including coaches and athletes
who have participated in the Olympic
Games and other international tournaments.
In addition to the Department of Sport and
Physical Education, it established the
Department of Martial Arts and the
Department of Sport and Medical Science
in 2000 and the Department of Sport
Education for Children in 2008 in
response to the aging of society and
heightened consciousness of health. The
Department of Sport and Physical
Education fosters people with a balance of
“spirit, skills and physical fitness”; the
Department of Martial Arts imbues
students with an affluent martial spirit and
ethical view; the Department of Sport and
Medical Science provides students with the
knowledge and skills necessary to become
emergency medical technicians; and the
Department of Sport Education for
Children aims to teach students the
knowledge required to become instructors
who can contribute not only to the physical
education but also to the mental education
of children so as to foster their humanity.

Cultivating practical-minded human
resources able to adapt to modern
economic society 
The Faculty of Political Science and
Economics endeavors to cultivate
practical-minded human resources rich in
humanity and with the ability to respond
flexibly for the solution of problems in
the political and economic fields, people
who can play a central role in top
management and middle management and
adapt well to modern economic society.
The faculty seeks continuously to
improve its educational system. Among
other things, it has introduced a semester
system in which classes finish every half
year and, in order to widen curriculum
options, a flexible system whereby
students can freely select courses in other
faculties. Furthermore, in order to provide
students with well-planned guidance, the
faculty is putting much effort into small-
class seminars common to both
departments throughout the four years of
study.
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Flexible curriculum organically linking
six fields
The School of Science and Engineering
operates an educational system of “one
department, six fields.” By organically
linking the six fields of mechanical
engineering, electronics and informatics,
architecture, urban design and landscape
architecture, health and medical
engineering, and mathematics and
science, it enables students to plan their
own curriculum in consideration of their
future aspirations and to study
accordingly. Thus, students are able to
study subjects outside their specialized
field toward the realization of their
dreams. Furthermore, regarding entrance
examinations, in addition to the
conventional method of designating a
specialized field at the time of entrance,
the school operates a flexible entrance
system whereby students can select a
specialized field when they advance to the
second year.

Cultivating human resources befitting
the new era of the twenty-first century
The School of Asia 21 fosters the skills
that will be required in the coming age
and society. What is needed now is not
the half-baked knowledge and credentials
regarded as acceptable so far but
comprehensive communication skills, the
ability to understand others, the ability to
make decisions on the basis of accurate
information without being swayed by
others, and the ability to stand tall in
global society on the basis of experience
overseas, including Asia. The School of
Asia 21 strengthens such qualities in
students so that they can be active both
inside and outside Japan. We hope to
nurture in young people the resilience to
crises and unforeseen situations and to
enable their potential to blossom.

Cultivating legal-minded human
resources capable of playing leading
roles in various circles
In the Department of Law, students study
laws closely connected with civil life. In
the Department of Modern Business Law,
students learn about laws that are essential
on the front lines of business as well as
those relating to intellectual property.
Through this two-department setup, it is
possible to offer a diverse curriculum
addressing the various problems facing
jurisprudence (the environment, business,
employment, consumers, gender equality,
and so on) amid such social changes as
globalization, the advance of information
technology, and the aging of society
accompanied by a low birthrate. The
faculty also further enhances guidance to
meet the needs of students preparing to
take qualification, civil service, and other
examinations.
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Kokushikan has seven highly attractive faculties with diverse systems of
education. The university focuses on having students not only absorb
knowledge, but also build strong character.

Cultivating business leaders through
comprehensive small-group education
The Faculty of Business was established
in April 2011, when it became
independent from the Faculty of Political
Science and Economics. The economic
situation is changing constantly, and the
environment surrounding companies is
undergoing changes every day as well.
The Faculty of Business identifies the
“core skills of businesspeople” as the
ability to be involved in business at such a
time with a constantly forward-looking
strategy while accepting the changes. It
has developed a small-group-oriented
curriculum so that students can acquire
these skills during their four years of
study. In particular, since the number of
occasions when businesspeople are
required to use English has increased
tremendously, regardless of company
size, the faculty places an emphasis on
English as a compulsory subject among
foreign languages. It also offers a Chinese
language course.
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Studying various fields in the
humanities that are essential in the
twenty-first century through
comprehensive small-group education
The Faculty of Letters, featuring literature,
history, and philosophy, offers a total of
eight majors in three departments: the
Department of Education (majors in
education, ethics, and elementary
education), the Department of History and
Geography (majors in Japanese history and
archaeology, Asian history, and geography
and environmental studies), and the
Department of Literature (majors in
Chinese language and literature and
Japanese literature and culture). Students
in this faculty can learn about a wide range
of fields in the humanities essential in the
twenty-first century. The faculty focuses
on “education at an individual level,”
conducting comprehensive small-group
education in seminars of not more than 10
students. In this faculty, international
students extensively study Japanese
history, culture, and environment in order
to deepen their international understanding.
At the same time, the faculty engages in
active international exchange programs,
providing students with opportunities to
study abroad as exchange students.


